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REQUIREMENTS


THROUGH

HOW IT WORKS


After explaining a process or strategy in a presentation, the idea is reinforced
by walking through an example with a learner, based on their context. 


Roles

1x moderator


A template of the process should be displayed on the screen to give a visual

Software

overview for every- one. The moderator then walks through the template  
Collaboration whiteboard

with the volunteer and

fills it out for them based on their answers.


(Miro, Jamboard)


25 people), consider having  
For groups larger than 25 participants,

If you are working with smaller groups (under
Supplies

a learner volunteer for this exercise.

consider staging this segment with a member of your team or community,  
Process template (if needed)


so the walk-through appears smoother. Just make sure to brief that person
before the session starts.


CONSIDERATION CHECKLIST

INSPIRATION


When staging the walk-through, the moderator can influence in what
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direction the conversation should go. What is the most important thing
WHAT IT IS


Walking through a process or
strategy with a learner, basing it
on their unique context.

IDEAL FOR


Changing how case studies
are presented as learners
comprehend knowledge  
from a new perspective.

ny size

A

10-15 min

could be walked through  

for learners to understand in the walk-through session?


with a learner:  
Business Model Canvas


When opening up the floor to any learner to volunteer, be aware that the
moderator has less control in comparison to staging the event. However,
this is a very learner-centered approach as the walk-through is tailored to
the needs of that learner.


How complex is the process or strategy? If it can’t be covered in a
15-minute walk-through, think about focusing on just one aspect.


What framework or template is the basis for analysis?  
Visualize this to make it easier for others learners to follow.


preparation

opening

main

closure

social

input

assessment

reflection

follow-up

Example of a template that  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Video (12:20): EverWebinar  
Walk Through Demo

YOUR NOTES

